PhpStorm 2019.1.3 Release Notes
Core. File System

Bug

IDEA-211677 Deadlock/freeze on quitting IntelliJ IDEA

Core. Platform API

Bug

IDEA-211580 AvailableSince annotations stopped being included after Kotlin dependency
on IntelliJ changed from kotlin.build.custom.deps:intellij-core to
kotlin.build:intellij-core

Core. Quick
Documentation

Bug

IDEA-212079 QuickDocumentation is unable to load SVG from the jar file

Core. Run | Debug.
Configurations

Bug

IDEA-208525 Changes to my Environment Variables in Configurations aren't saving

Editor. Diff and
Merge

Bug

IDEA-210783 Couldn't select items in 'Diff Between' window (Deployment/Remote Host
Access) with UP/DOWN arrow keyboard keys

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-209930 Pressing the down key in the floating navigation bar closing it, but should
show siblings in a popup

Bug

IDEA-211955 "Open Recent" shows full path for consequently opened projects

Bug

IDEA-211968 Recent projects menu/list contains paths with non-native slashes instead
of project names

Bug

IDEA-196030 Find in Path | Open in Find Window does not work for current file scope
with a scratch file

Bug

IDEA-176926 All Places scope does not include scratch files and consoles

Bug

IDEA-204277 Pinned "Find in Path" dialog is not closed when opening a project in the
same window

Usability

IDEA-207554 Cmd+E/Ctrl+E doesn't work for iterating recent files after Recent/Recent
edited files union

Usability

IDEA-208718 Implement the ability to move right/left on Navigation bar using additional
shortcuts

Bug

IDEA-204446 Structure sidebar flashing content with frontend (html related) files

User Interface.
Find, Replace,
Usages

User Interface.
Navigation

User Interface.
Project View

Version Control. Git Bug

IDEA-210358 Incoming/outgoing commits are checked on project opening before any
manual git remote operation is done

Version Control.
Log

Bug

IDEA-211128 Git Log: commit selected in search results is scrolled away and hidden
from view after search is cancelled

Bug

IDEA-211583 Git file history doesn't follow rename if it was made in a merge commit

DB Introspection

Bug

DBE-8275

Snowflake won’t load schemas even if other connections do

SQL Format and
Style

Bug

DBE-8223

DataGrip Quote Identifier incorrectly enclosed variables and parameters
for SQL Server. This is not correct syntax

Bug

DBE-7993

PLPGSQL missing line break before INTO clause of SELECT commands

Cosmetics

DBE-8356

Extra separator between scheme chooser and option tabs in MS Windows

Cosmetics

DBE-8355

Different panel height for Generic SQL and Derby settings

Bug

WEB-38087

ESLint Language server execution timeout on Windows WSL

Bug

WEB-38612

"Do not show hints for current method" does not work for Javascript

No subsystem

Dart

JSON

Performance WEB-38754

High cpu usage and causes IntelliJ to freeze when editing Typescript file

Feature

WEB-11590

Support AngularDart

Bug

WEB-38651

dart problems view issue suggestions don't handle angle brackets

Bug

WEB-38346

Auto insertion of /// unexpected by the Dart Plugin

Bug

WEB-38658

Fix type in JSON schema validation for browserslist when used in
package.json

Bug

WEB-33444

JSON Schema mappings are stored with platform-dependent slashes

JavaScript

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-38758

Type evaluation is broken for destructuring patterns in for-of

Bug

WEB-38649

Flow: no clickable links in the error tooltips

Bug

WEB-38757

TypeScript type aliases shouldn't be shown in 'extends' clause

Bug

WEB-38647

Unresolved methods of mixins

Performance WEB-38032

Performance problem with suggestions and completion in project with
redux-saga

Feature

WEB-34765

Warn against usage of private fields in Angular Templates

Bug

WEB-38153

The variable type is not resolved when using 'slice' pipe

Bug

WEB-38725

Angular: Support quickfixes in EL for qualified references

Bug

WEB-38825

Angular support doesn't recognize type when QueryList is used in *ngFor

Bug

WEB-38760

Angular - no completion item for *ngTemplateOutlet directive

Bug

WEB-38174

Angular: intentions doesn't work if method is prefixed with `this.`

Bug

WEB-38734

Angular: find usages of private component fields in templates

Performance WEB-39053

Angular2ImplicitUsageProvider.isImplicitUsage is heavy

Cosmetics

WEB-38956

Do not show error about missing Angular template property when class is
not yet defined

Cosmetics

WEB-38979

Angular: provide UI for --defaults parameter in new project wizard

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-38726

Inspections: Typo (Spellcheck) inspection is doubled for the arrow function

JavaScript.
Refactoring

Bug

WEB-34668

move statement up - last array/object item - same line comment incorrect comma

Bug

WEB-38745

Refactoring: Move is too slow and changes import unexpectedly

Linters

Bug

WEB-38922

eslint6 not working

TypeScript

Bug

WEB-38485

TypeScript: No autocompletion for values of union type in jest.each

Bug

WEB-38482

Typescript: no property value suggestions for generic type (using
conditional types)

Bug

WEB-38509

move file under path mappings "*" to "*" breaks references

Bug

WEB-38524

False positive "Unused method" in static side of a class

Bug

WEB-38606

TypeScript: no auto completion for rvalue of setter when parameter type is
inferred via getter

Bug

WEB-38531

code completion for tuples bug

Bug

WEB-38422

Move statement doesn't work inside enums

